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Summary: Given a set of Datalog rules, facts, and a query, answers to the query can be inferred bottom-up starting from the facts or top-down starting from the query. For efficiency, top-down evaluation is extended with memoization of inferred facts, and bottom-up evaluation is performed after transformations to make rules driven by the demand from the query. Prior work has shown their precise complexity analysis and relationships. However, when Datalog is extended with even stratified negation, which has a simple and universally accepted semantics, transformations to make rules demand-driven may result in non-stratified negation, which has had many complex semantics and evaluation methods.

This paper presents (1) a simple extension to demand transformation, a transformation to make rules demand-driven for Datalog without negation, to support stratified negation, and (2) a simple extension to an optimal bottom-up evaluation method for Datalog with stratified negation, to handle non-stratified negation in the resulting rules. We show that the method provides precise complexity guarantees. It is also optimal in that only facts needed for top-down evaluation of the query are inferred and each firing of a rule to infer such a fact takes worst-case constant time. We extend the precise relationship between top-down evaluation and demand-driven bottom-up evaluation to Datalog with stratified negation. Finally, we show experimental results for performance, as well as applications to previously challenging examples.

For the entire collection see [Zbl 1464.68003].
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